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Abstract

When deciding while acting, such as sequentially selecting targets during naturalistic foraging, movement tra-
jectories reveal the dynamics of the unfolding decision process. Ongoing and planned actions may impact de-
cisions in these situations in addition to expected reward outcomes. Here, we test how strongly humans
weigh and how fast they integrate individual constituents of expected value, namely the prior probability
(PROB) of an action and the prior expected reward amount (AMNT) associated with an action, when deciding
based on the combination of both together during an ongoing movement. Unlike other decision-making stud-
ies, we focus on PROB and AMNT priors, and not final evidence, in that correct actions were either instructed
or could be chosen freely. This means, there was no decision-making under risk. We show that both priors
gradually influence movement trajectories already before mid-movement instructions of the correct target and
bias free-choice behavior. These effects were consistently stronger for PROB compared with AMNT priors.
Participants biased their movements toward a high-PROB target, committed to it faster when instructed or
freely chosen, and chose it more frequently even when it was associated with a lower AMNT prior than the al-
ternative option. Despite these differences in effect magnitude, the time course of the effect of both priors on
movement direction was highly similar. We conclude that prior action probability, and hence the associated
possibility to plan actions accordingly, has higher behavioral relevance than prior action value for decisions
that are expressed by adjusting already ongoing movements.
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Significance Statement

Natural behavior, like foraging or hunting prey, requires animals and humans to select their next action dur-
ing ongoing movements, thereby updating movements as the decision process unfolds. Here, we study the
magnitude and time course with which prior action probability and prior expectancy of reward amount influ-
ence the selection between two competing movements in humans. By simultaneously but independently
manipulating both priors in individual decisions, and by avoiding confounds of reward probability, we show
that both priors affect the decision process with different magnitude yet comparable time courses. Our re-
sults emphasize the prioritized relevance of action probabilities over action values on mid-movement
decisions.
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Introduction
Everyday decisions often are not abstract (e.g., which

university courses to select) but are immediately linked to
action alternatives (e.g., whether to bypass an oncoming
person on the sidewalk left or right). For such embodied
decisions (Pezzulo and Cisek, 2016; Gail, 2022), it has
been shown that action selection, and action preparation and
control are parallel, interconnected processes that are at
least partially governed by overlapping mechanisms (Nashed
et al., 2014; Morel et al., 2017; Carroll et al., 2019) and shared
neural structures (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005; Klaes et al.,
2011; Pastor-Bernier and Cisek, 2011; Suriya-Arunroj and
Gail, 2019). They allow us tomake and revise decisions online
(i.e., during ongoing movements; Resulaj et al., 2009;
Friedman et al., 2013; Atiya et al., 2020; Michalski et al., 2020;
for review, see Cisek and Kalaska, 2010; Gallivan et al., 2018;
Wispinski et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2021). The desirability of an
option, and hence the likelihood of it being selected, can be
described via its expected value (EV; i.e., the product of its re-
wards and the probability of obtaining these outcomes;
Trommershäuser et al., 2006, 2008; Stillman et al., 2020). Yet,
the likelihood of a choice determines the plannability of the
associated action, making it difficult to assess the respective
contributions of reward amount (AMNT) and probability
(PROB) independently in embodied decision-making (Suriya-
Arunroj and Gail, 2015). Here, we disentangle reward amount
(preferability) from action probability (plannability) and ask
how probability and reward priors independently affectmove-
ment kinematics and are dynamically integrated during online
decisions.
Previous studies demonstrated how differences in prior

reward AMNT or prior PROB between optional move-
ments lead to preparatory motor activity and its behav-
ioral correlates, such as reduction in movement initiation
time and early biases in movement direction, favoring the
higher rewarded or more probable action over its alterna-
tives (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Chapman et al., 2010;
Pastor-Bernier and Cisek, 2011; Suriya-Arunroj and Gail,
2019; Marti-Marca et al., 2020). By “priors,” we refer to in-
formation that is already available at the start of the decision
process (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; i.e., before movement ini-
tiation) but does not yet provide evidence for the final re-
ward contingencies. Priors might be induced by short-term
visual cueing (Leis et al., 2005; Chapman et al., 2010;
Suriya-Arunroj and Gail, 2015) or be highly internalized by
learning over many hundred trials (Körding and Wolpert,
2004; Seydell et al., 2008). However, in these previous stud-
ies, only one of the two prior types was applied in each, pre-
venting relative weighing of the impact on online decisions

of either prior. Here, we use an online spatial selection para-
digm and apply both priors simultaneously to study how
strongly and at which time course (Scherbaum et al., 2010;
Dotan et al., 2019; Scherbaum and Dshemuchadse, 2020)
prior probability and reward expectancy affect movement
and choice behavior within the same decision.
Applying both, PROB and AMNT priors within the same

decision has potentially confounding effects on the EV be-
cause the AMNT prior typically affects both reward magni-
tude and probability. In free-choice paradigms, participants
choose higher valued options with higher probability (Marti-
Marca et al., 2020). Here, we made the probability of obtain-
ing a reward independent from the AMNT prior by combining
rewarded instructed trials with value-neutral (i.e., unrewarded)
free-choice trials, similar to those in a previous study by
Suriya-Arunroj and Gail (2015). There, the authors showed
that PROB priors drive action planning and subsequent
choice to amuch larger degree than AMNTpriors, postulating
that PROB priors influence the decision process earlier than
AMNT priors as the latter do not suffice to bias action plan-
ning between choice options. In contrast to the current study,
Suriya-Arunroj and Gail (2015) applied either prior in separate
experiments and participants were required to withhold their
movement until after a target was instructed or chosen, there-
by preventing the authors from directly measuring both the
postulated temporal differences between the effects of each
prior as well as the integration of both priors within the same
decision.
We hypothesize, first, that the PROB prior biases both

movements and choices in favor of higher PROB targets
more strongly than the AMNT prior does in favor of higher
AMNT targets (both compared with lower PROB/AMNT
alternatives), and that the effect of the PROB prior on the
movements emerges earlier than the effect of the AMNT
prior. We further ask whether such dominance of PROB
priors compared with AMNT priors persists even if the
higher PROB target is associated with a lower EV (by
means of combining it with a low-AMNT prior) than the
lower PROB alternative, as this would argue for a higher
behavioral relevance of target plannability over target
preferability in decisions during ongoing movements.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Twenty participants (14 female; mean age, 24.4 years;

age range, 19–32 years; all were right handed; all had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision), who were recruited via the
internal jobs board of the university, took part in this study.
Six participants had participated in similar experiments be-
fore, but all participants were naive with respect to the pur-
pose of the current study. Each participant completed three
sessions (one training session, two test sessions) on 3 sepa-
rate days and was paid a fixed remuneration plus a perform-
ance-dependent bonus (calculated from tokens they gained
throughout the experiment; see below). An additional eight
participants did not complete the study, of which seven
were not able to complete the training and one opted out
after the training. All participants gave their written informed
consent before participation. Before the training session,
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participants received written instructions (including step-
by-step task illustrations) specifically tailored to the trial
design. Participants were additionally given the opportu-
nity to review the appropriate instructions at the start of
the main experiment sessions and were encouraged to
ask the experimenter questions if things remained un-
clear. The experiment was performed in accordance with
institutional guidelines for experiments with humans, ad-
hered to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, and
were approved by the ethics committee of the Georg
Elias Mueller Institute for Psychology at the University of
Göttingen.

Apparatus
The participants performed reaching movements using

a parallel-type haptic manipulator (model delta.3, Force
Dimension) inside a 3D augmented reality (3D-AR) envi-
ronment (Fig. 1A). The manipulator was connected to a
computer running custom software (C11, OpenGL), which
was responsible for task control, including visual stimulus
generation, hand position recording (manipulator handle
position sampled at 2kHz), and task event recording (digital
input/output). The 3D-AR environment consisted of two
computer monitors [screen size, 590� 338 mm; refresh
rate, 60Hz; viewing distance, 47 mm; model XL2720T,
BENQ (with DualHead2Go Display Port Splitter, Matrox)]
that were viewed through a pair of semitransparent mir-
rors, tilted 45° relative to the screens. Subjects only
viewed one screen per eye, which allowed for the crea-
tion of stereoscopic 3D images perceived as directly
projected into the manipulator workspace. This means
that all movement-related stimuli such as movement
starting points and targets (Fig. 1B) were directly pre-
sented at their supposed physical location. The position
of the manipulator handle was represented in the 3D-AR
environment as a yellow sphere cursor (d= 6 mm) at its
actual physical location. Display and manipulator laten-
cies were compensated by a forward prediction using a
Kalman filter with position, speed, and acceleration as
state variables to synchronize the movement of the han-
dle and the cursor. The haptic manipulator was mounted
approximately at chest height to allow for comfortable
operation. Consequently, the monitors and the mirror
were additionally tilted by 30° to lower the 3D represen-
tation into the manipulator workspace (Fig. 1C, angle a).

Behavioral paradigm
Participants performed a go-before-you-know reach-

ing task in which they moved a cursor from a starting
sphere at the bottom of a stimulus plane toward one of
two reach targets placed at the top of the stimulus
plane (Fig. 1B–D). In two-thirds of all trials, participants
were instructed which target to acquire (the “instructed
trial”). In the remaining randomly interspersed third of
all trials, participants freely chose between the two tar-
gets (the “free-choice trial”). Importantly, the instruction
cue, which indicated either which target must be se-
lected or whether participants were to freely choose,
appeared approximately halfway into the movement.

This allowed participants to commit to a target only
after movement initiation and required them to adjust
their movement direction online.
The targets were additionally characterized by two prior

pre-cues (PROB pre-cue and AMNT pre-cue), which were
both presented at different time points before movement
onset (see subsecion Trial structure). The PROB pre-cue
informed the participants about which target was more
likely to be instructed, and the AMNT pre-cue informed
the participants about the number of reward tokens associ-
ated with either target in case it was instructed to be ac-
quired. If the trial turned out to be free-choice, both targets
were unrewarded (i.e., the free-choice was value neutral).
For improved readability, the AMNT conditions are always
referred to by their associated pre-cue values, regardless of
whether the target was instructed or freely chosen. For in-
stance, “AMNT=9 free-choices” refers to trials in which par-
ticipants chose the target that would have been rewarded
with 9 tokens if instructed, although in free-choice trials the
reward was zero. Both pre-cues consisted of a horizontal
bar that was split vertically in proportion to the respective
pre-cue values, and each side was colored differently (Fig.
1B,D). For instance, if the AMNT pre-cue indicated a 9:1
(left/right) reward distribution, the left portion made up 90%
of the total width of bar. The color–side mapping (i.e.,
whether left was blue and right was orange, or vice versa)
was randomized between trials, but kept constant across
pre-cues (i.e., if the left portion of the AMNT pre-cue was
blue, so was the left portion of the PROB pre-cue). To ena-
ble participants to tell apart the pre-cues, the PROB pre-cue
was flanked by two squares and the AMNT pre-cue was
flanked by two triangles (Fig. 1B,D).

Trial structure
Each participant completed a training session (see

below) and two main experiment sessions (session 1
and session 2). In session 1, 50% of the participants
each received either the PROB pre-cue or the AMNT
pre-cue already at the start of each trial (Fig. 1D, pre-
cue A, horizontal bar). Upon trial start, participants
moved the cursor into the fixation sphere and kept it
there for a uniformly randomized hold period of 545–
845 ms (Fig. 1D, hold fixation). Following this hold pe-
riod, an auditory go-cue prompted the participants to
initiate their movement as quickly as possible (Fig. 1D,
leave fixation). Precue B (AMNT if pre-cue A was
PROB and vice versa) was displayed simultaneously
with the go-cue. In session 2, the order of the PROB
and AMNT pre-cues was reversed (e.g., session 1 pre-
cue A = PROB and pre-cue B = AMNT resulted in ses-
sion 2 pre-cue A = AMNT and pre-cue B = PROB).
The Move/choose stage (Fig. 1D, left) was initiated on

movement start. The task-controlling software was pro-
grammed to register a movement start either at the in-
stance the cursor left the starting sphere or when the
cursor was accelerated to at least 0.02 m/s still within the
starting sphere, whichever happened first. The latter crite-
rion was introduced to obtain a more accurate estimate of
the movement start (e.g., in situations where the cursor
was placed close to the lower edge of the starting sphere
and thus was already being moved up to 20 mm before
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Figure 1. Apparatus, stimuli, behavioral paradigm. A, Subjects performed reaching movements using a parallel haptic manipulator
and perceived all visual stimuli as projected into the manipulator workspace via a stereoscopic 3D-AR setup. B, Visual stimuli
(drawn to scale). The position of the starting (bottom) and target (top) spheres defined a stimulus plane, which we describe using
the terms “lateral deviation” (corresponds to x-axis) and “distance to targets” (corresponds to y-axis). The PROB/AMNT pre-cues
(colored bars) and the instruction cue (colored disk) were set on a parallel stimulus plane 20 mm behind the previously described
plane. C, Viewing angle of the stimulus planes. The monitors and mirrors of the AR setup were angled by 30° relative to the vertical
to lower the visual stimuli into the manipulator workspace. D, Example trial structure. Participants performed reaching movements
toward two potential targets and were either instructed mid-movement to reach toward a specific target (instructed trial, two-thirds
of all trials) or were allowed to freely choose between the targets (free-choice trial, one-third of all trials). Participants initiated a trial
by moving the yellow cursor into the starting sphere and keeping it there for the duration of the then initiated Hold fixation period.
Following this period, an auditory go-cue signaled the participants to quickly initiate their movement toward the array of targets
(Leave fixation). Starting before the Hold fixation and from the start of the Leave fixation periods, respectively, two pre-cues were
displayed. The PROB precue (here: precue A) informed participants about the relative probability with which either target was in-
structed in case of an instructed trial (here: left/right = 75%/25%). The AMNT precue (here: precue B) informed participants about
the reward amount that was obtained on successfully following the instruction (here: left/right = 2.5/7.5 tokens). Starting the move-
ment during the Leave fixation period initiates the Move/choose period. Throughout the study, movement times are defined relative
to the start of the Move/choose period. During the Move/choose period, after moving away from the starting sphere by .70 mm,
the instruction cue either instructed the participants to reach to either the left or right target (here: left) or to freely choose between
the targets. Upon reaching the instructed target/freely chosen target, the participants received feedback with regard to the number
of reward tokens they obtained (Target acquired). As free choices were value neutral, reaching a freely chosen target always yielded
zero reward tokens regardless of the AMNT precue. In the actual experiment, the stimuli were presented on a black background,
and the stimuli indicating the value cue type and the free-choice cue were white. See Extended Data Table 1-1 for all possible
PROB and AMNT levels and their frequencies of occurrence per experimental session.
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leaving the starting sphere). Once the participants moved
away, 70 mm from the starting sphere in any direction, the
display of the instruction cue was triggered, which became
visible on average 45ms later (translating into mean 6
SD=2836 35 ms post-movement initiation; Fig. 1D, move/
choose, colored disk below the pre-cues). In instructed tri-
als, the instruction cue matched the color of either the left or
the right side of the pre-cues, and participants were required
to move toward the corresponding left/right target. In free-
choice trials, the instruction cue was white, and participants
could freely choose between the targets. Once the partici-
pants acquired the appropriate target, onscreen feedback
informed them about how many tokens they had acquired
(Fig. 1D, target acquired). The tokens obtained throughout
the experiment were converted into a performance-depend-
ent bonus remuneration (see subsection Participant remu-
neration). Participants received detailed error feedback if
they failed a trial (initiating the movement outside of the
“Leave fixation” window: “too early”/”too late”; stopping the
movement outside the target before the movement time
window had expired: “aborted”; not reaching the target in
time: “too slow”; selecting the wrong target in instructed tri-
als: “wrong target”).

Task conditions
The PROB pre-cue was manipulated on three levels (left

target vs right target instruction probability=0.25:0.75,
0.5:0.5, 0.75:0.25). These instruction probabilities were condi-
tioned on the trial being instructed in the first place. Since
two-thirds of all trials were instructed, a 0.75:0.25 PROB pre-
cue, for example, indicated that the left and right targets had
a 2/3� 0.75=50% and 2/3� 0.25=16.67% absolute in-
struction probability, respectively. The AMNT pre-cue was
manipulated on five levels (left target tokens vs right target
tokens=1:9, 2.5:7.5, 5:5, 7.5:2.5, 9:1). All possible combina-
tions of PROB � AMNT � location (left/right) of the high-
PROB option � location of the high-AMNT option were pre-
sented to the participants. For all analyses, we pooled the
data of each PROB ratio and each AMNT ratio across target
locations (i.e., the 0.25:0.75 and 0.75:0.25 conditions were
pooled, and identically the 1:9 and 9:1 conditions, 2.5:7.5 and
7.5:2.5 conditions, and so forth).
Precue A was always blocked [i.e., its PROB (or AMNT)

ratio was kept identical for a set number of successful tri-
als]. Precue B was randomized on a per-trial basis. Each
main experiment session consisted of 720 successful tri-
als. The number of trials per condition (which differed be-
tween conditions as it depended on the PROB pre-cue)
was identical across sessions, but the number of trials per
block differed depending on which pre-cue was blocked.
In the pre-cue A/B = PROB/AMNT session, participants
completed 12 blocks of 60 successful trials each. In the
pre-cue A/B = AMNT/PROB session, participants com-
pleted 10 blocks of 72 successful trials each (Extended
Data Table 1-1, complete description of the per-condition
number of trials per session, per pre-cue A = PROB block,
and per pre-cue A = AMNT block).
Our task-controlling software randomized the block

order within each session and the trial order within each
block. Unsuccessful trials were reinserted into the ran-
domizer and repeated at a random location within the

same block. Additionally, we randomized, per-trial, the
color-side mapping (blue = left and orange = right vs vice
versa), and the pre-cue location (pre-cue A on top of pre-
cue B vs vice versa).

Dissociation of PROB and the influence of AMNT on ex-
pected value
By means of either instructing the target or allowing

value-neutral free choices, we dissociated the influence
of the PROB and AMNT priors on the EVs of reach tar-
gets (expected value = reward probability � reward
amount) and subsequently their influence on the partici-
pants’ movement and choice behavior. Note that by EV,
we refer to the preliminary EV at the time point of the
pre-cues and independent of the instruction. Receiving
a reward on acquiring an appropriate target was deter-
ministic (i.e., reaching an instructed target always re-
sulted in the pre-cued reward), and reaching a target in
free choice always resulted in no reward. We designed
our experiment such that, if only successful trials were
considered, the preliminary EV was only determined by
the product of PROB � AMNT, and the probability of
obtaining a reward was only determined by the PROB
pre-cue. How value-neutral free choices dissociate the
influence of PROB and AMNT on this preliminary EV is
illustrated in the following numerical examples compar-
ing the same scenario either with value-neutral (unre-
warded) or reward-associated choice trials.

Scenario A, reward-associated, not used in experiment.
We consider how the preliminary EVs and preliminary re-
ward probabilities (at the time point of the pre-cues)
would look like if the free choices were rewarded accord-
ing to the AMNT pre-cue, as were the instructed trials.
The preliminary EV for the left target (and right target cor-
respondingly) would be as follows:

EVleft ¼ pðinstructed trialÞ � PROBleft � AMNTleft

1pðfree choice trialÞ � pðleft chosenÞ � AMNTleft:

For a reward-maximizing decider who always choo-
ses the higher rewarded target in free-choice trials, the
preliminary EV for trials with PROBleft/PROBright = 0.75/
0.25 and AMNTleft/AMNTright = 2.5/7.5 would be the
following:

EVleft ¼ 2
3
� 0:75 � 2:51

1
3
� 0 � 2:5 ¼ 1:25;

EVright ¼ 2
3
� 0:25 � 7:51

1
3
� 1 � 7:5 ¼ 3:75:

Here, the less rewarded left target is never chosen in
free-choice trials. The preliminary probability of obtaining
a reward for choosing either target in this example would
be the following:

pðrewardleftÞ ¼ 2
3
� 0:751

1
3
� 0 ¼ 0:5;

pðrewardrightÞ ¼ 2
3
� 0:251

1
3
� 1 ¼ 0:5:
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Scenario B, value-neutral, used in this study. We con-
sider the same example including a decider who always
chooses the target associated with the higher AMNT prior
while free choices are always unrewarded. Accordingly,
the free-choice portions of the EV and reward probability
terms are omitted, as they always equal zero. The prelimi-
nary EVs and reward probabilities are as follows:

EVleft ¼ 2
3
� 0:75 � 2:5 ¼ 1:25;

EVright ¼ 2
3
� 0:25 � 7:5 ¼ 1:25;

pðrewardleftÞ ¼ 2
3
� 0:75 ¼ 0:5;

pðrewardrightÞ ¼ 2
3
� 0:25 ¼ 0:1�6:

These scenarios illustrate how only value-neutral free
choices ensure that the preliminary EV is solely governed
by the product of PROB and AMNT, and the probability
of reward is solely governed by the PROB pre-cue.

Considering the
left target
right target

ratios of any of these quanti-

ties, we see that only in scenario B

EVleft

EVright
¼ 1:25

1:25
¼ 1

equals

PROBleft � AMNTleft

PROBright � AMNTright
¼ 0:75� 2:5

0:25� 7:5
¼ 1

and

pðrewardleftÞ
pðrewardrightÞ ¼

0:5
0:1�6

¼ 3

equals

PROBleft

PROBright
¼ 0:75

0:25
¼ 3:

In scenario A, instead, the preliminary EV and the pre-
liminary reward probability are both skewed toward the
higher rewarded right target. In other words, rewarding
the free choices according to the AMNT pre-cue would
cause the reward amount to affect the reward probability
by means of participants choosing the target associated
with the higher AMNT more frequently than its alternative
in free-choice trials. The influence of choice probability on
reward probability in scenario A generalizes to all other
cases where the decider chooses either target with a
probability that deviates from the instruction probability
as determined by the PROB pre-cue. Not rewarding the
free-choice trials avoids this confound and dissociates
the influence of PROB and AMNT on the preliminary
EV.

Participant remuneration
Participants completed a training session (;90–120min),

which was remunerated with 8e/h and two main ses-
sions (;70min each) for which participants received
18e in total. Additionally, participants received a per-
formance-dependent bonus, calculated from the to-
kens earned in the main sessions. Since participants
had to complete a fixed number of successful trials per
conditions and free-choice trials were unrewarded,
participants always earned 2400 tokens per session.
To increase the behavioral relevance of the AMNT ma-
nipulation, we therefore additionally considered the
number of temporarily missed tokens when calculating
the per-session bonus payment, as follows:

BonusðecentsÞ ¼ 0:2� total tokens earned
total tokens earned1total tokensmissed

:

Missed tokens were defined as tokens participants
(temporarily) missed out on because they failed a trial
(e.g., if an experiment had consisted of two successful
trials rewarded with 5 tokens each and a participant
needed three attempts, the resulting bonus would be

0:2� 10
1015

¼ 1:3e cents instead of 2e cents at a 100%

hit rate). Here, trials only failed at least 100ms after the
task controller commands to display the instruction
cue were considered (i.e., trials where the number of
tokens on successful completion was already known
to the participant).

Data analysis
Hand tracjectory preprocessing
All data analyses and visualization were conducted

using MATLAB 2015b and the gramm plotting toolbox for
MATLAB (Morel, 2018). For all offline analyses, movement
start was defined using the same criteria as applied online
during the experiment by the task-controlling software
(see above). The end of the movement was defined as the
first data point inside the target sphere. As position data
we used the movement trajectories projected onto the
task-relevant 2D plane defined by the starting and target
spheres (Fig. 1B,C; X, lateral deviation; Y, distance from
start) We computed movement speed from the physical
3D velocity. We obtained the movement velocity by differ-
entiating the raw position data. We filtered both the posi-
tion and velocity data to remove high-frequency noise
(fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with 12Hz cutoff,
and forward and reverse filtering using the MATLAB filtfilt
function; per-trial data window of analysis, 1200ms pre-
ceding movement onset until 1200 ms after the end of the
movement). We resampled the filtered data to up to 301
data points from 0 (movement start) to up to 900ms (de-
pending on the actual movement duration) with a bin size
of 3ms to align the data for the time-continuous multiple
regression analysis (see below).

Data exclusion and pooling
We included all successful trials in our analyses. To

test whether trials that directly followed failed trials affect
our results, we reran all core analyses on a subset of the
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data that included only successful trials that did not fol-
low-up failed trials (cross-participant average, 81%). On
average, participants failed 22% of all trials, of which on
average 75% were failed after movement initiation (stop-
ping mid-movement, not reaching the target in time,
reaching the wrong target). Note that failed trials were re-
peated at randomly chosen later time points and thus the
number of successful trials per participant and condition
remained constant (see above; Extended Data Table 1-
1). The results (not reported) were highly similar to the
results performed on the full dataset and led to the
same conclusions. Therefore, we included all data in
our analyses.
We were interested in the effects of PROB and AMNT

independent of their temporal order of cueing. The se-
quential cueing of PROB and AMNT, and the block-wise
manipulation of whichever pre-cue was presented first,
was only implemented to make the behavioral task easier
for the participants (i.e., to facilitate the processing of
both cues by temporally separating their onset and mak-
ing one of the pre-cues predictable). Consequently, we
pooled the data across sessions (i.e., cueing order) for all
analyses unless noted otherwise.

Time-continuous analysis of PROB and the influence of
AMNT on movement trajectories
We asked whether the PROB prior had a larger influ-

ence than the AMNT prior in biasing the movement trajec-
tories between the two potential targets and, if so,
whether this difference in magnitude coincided with a dif-
ference in temporal dynamics. Such differences in the
temporal dynamics may include an earlier onset/steeper
buildup and an earlier maximum of the effect of PROB
manipulation on the movement direction compared with
the effect of AMNT manipulation (see also Introduction;
Suriya-Arunroj and Gail, 2015). To quantify the temporal
dynamics of the influence of either prior, we conducted
a time-continuous multiple-regression (TCMR) analysis
(Scherbaum et al., 2010; Scherbaum and Dshemuchadse,
2020; see also Dotan et al., 2019).
In brief (see below for a detailed description including

the necessary preprocessing steps), we fitted a series of
linear regression models with the PROB and AMNT ma-
nipulations as predictors to the movement direction at
multiple, densely sampled time points along the move-
ment. We then concatenated the resulting regression co-
efficients to separate TCMR curves for PROB and AMNT
and analyzed these TCMR curves in a fourfold fashion.
First, we separately tested the PROB and AMNT TCMR
curves for significance against zero to establish the indi-
vidual time course of the effect on the movement of each
prior. Second, we subtracted the AMNT TCMR curve
from the PROB TCMR curve and tested this difference
curve against zero to assess during which parts of the
movement the two priors differed in their magnitude of ef-
fect. Third, we normalized each individual curve to a maxi-
mum of 1 and again tested the difference between the
now normalized PROB and AMNT TCMR curves against
0. We did this to assess whether the effect of one prior in-
creased more steeply than the other independent of the

overall magnitude of the influence of the effect on the
slope of the TCMR curves. A steeper increase of the effect
of the PROB prior compared with the effect of the
AMNT prior would result in positive values in this nor-
malized difference curve that occurred earlier than the
peak in the corresponding raw PROB and AMNT TCMR
curves. These first three analyses were conducted
using cluster-based permutation (ClusP) tests (Maris
and Oostenveld, 2007; see below for details) that allow
for statistical testing of time series data while control-
ling for the multiple-comparison problem. Fourth, to ac-
count for between-participant differences in the TCMR
curves, we extracted the peak size and time per curve,
which we compared between PROB/AMNT priors
using paired t tests. This allowed us to compare the
peak impact of each prior on the movement while con-
trolling for the possibility that these peaks occur at dif-
ferent times per participant and prior (which the ClusP
test does not).
To apply the TCMR, we first normalized the movement

direction data and rescaled the PROB/AMNT pre-cue lev-
els as follows. Per trajectory sampling point t, we defined
the (momentary) actual movement direction ~dt as the di-
rection of the vector from position XYt to XYt11. To nor-
malize the movement direction to continuous values
between �1 and 11, we then determined (again per sam-
pling point) the range of all potential movement directions
aimed (1) anywhere at the later chosen target (11) and (2)
anywhere at the later unchosen target (�1). Momentary
movement directions ranging between these two ex-
tremes resulted in intermediate values, according to the
following formula:

Normalizedmovement direction ¼ �2� u a

u b
� 0:5

� �
:

u a refers to the angle between ~dt and ~dc , where ~dc
shares its origin with ~dt and is directed such that it is
aimed at the later chosen target while simultaneously min-
imizing u a (i.e., ~dc is the closest hypothetical movement
direction aimed from XYt to the target). u b refers to the
angle between ~dc and ~du , where ~du is computed like ~dc
but with respect to the later unchosen target. This means,
when the difference between the actual movement direc-
tion and the closest direction aimed at the later chosen
target was equal to the difference between the actual
movement direction and the closest direction aimed at
the later unchosen target, the normalized movement di-
rection was zero (Fig. 2A). By normalizing the movement
direction, we were able to study the extent to which a par-
ticipant leaned toward one target over the other inde-
pendent of the cursor position relative to each respective
target. Put differently, without this normalization, orienting
the movement direction [e.g., 25% toward a target (bet-
ween the vertical and the closest in-target direction at
the current cursor location)] translates into larger move-
ment direction angles (again, measured from the verti-
cal) as the movement progresses along the vertical and
therefore would falsely indicate a higher degree of com-
mitment toward this target.
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Figure 2. Time-continuous multiple regression results. A, Left, center, Grand average normalized direction (1 = aimed at chosen tar-
get) as a function of movement time (i.e., the time elapsed since movement initiation, colored top curves; Extended Data Fig. 2-1,
per-participant data) and average per-subject percentage of trials for which there is data at each given movement time stamp (black
curve at bottom). Right, Computation of the normalized movement direction from the trajectories (see also Materials and Methods).
B, PROB and AMNT TCMR b weights. Horizontal bars represent movement time segments at which these b weights were signifi-
cantly different from zero (determined via ClusP test; a = 0.05). C, Top, Mean per-participant difference between the PROB and
AMNT b curves from B. Bottom, Same difference but after normalizing the per-participant curves to peak strength = 1. Horizontal
bars represent a significant difference from zero as in B. Error bands in B and C represent the 95% confidence intervals of the
mean (Extended Data Table 2-1, full ClusP test results for B and C). D, Mean 6 bootstrapped (N=2000) 95% confidence intervals
of the per-subject TCMR b curve peak times (in terms of time elapsed since movement initiation) and peak strength. n.s., Not signif-
icant. *p,0.05, **p, 0.01, ***p, 0.001 for paired t tests. Extended Data Figure 2-2, per-participant data underlying B–D,
Exentended Data Figure 2-3, supplementary peak time and peak strength comparisons between PROB and AMNT, Extended Data
Table 2-2, full peak time and peak strength comparison results for D and Extended Data Figure 2-3.
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To directly compare the magnitude of the PROB and
AMNT regression coefficients, both predictors were cen-
tered and rescaled before entering them into the regres-
sion analysis. We centered PROB and AMNT to their
respective baseline levels (i.e., by subtracting 0.5 from all
PROB levels and 5 from all AMNT levels). The centered
PROB levels were rescaled by dividing them by 0.25,
while the centered AMNT levels were rescaled by dividing
them by 2.5. Therefore, PROB was centered and rescaled
to 0.25 = �1, 0.5 = 0, and 0.75= 1; and AMNT to 1 = �1.6,
2.5 = �1, 5 =0, 7.5 = 1, and 9=1.6. The resulting regres-
sion weights express the change in the response variable
relative to the PROB and AMNT baseline conditions (0.5
and 5, respectively), and 650% changes (i.e., 60.25
PROB/62.5 AMNT) from the baseline are scaled to 1 in
both predictors.
Ultimately, we fitted, per participant and interpolated

time point t, linear model M1 (see below) to the normalized
movement direction, using the rescaled PROB and AMNT
levels as predictors (this and all forthcoming linear models
are described using Wilkinson notation and include an in-
tercept even if not spelled out explicitly). The resulting
regression weights per time point were combined to
time-continuous regression curves per participant and
predictor. These TCMR curves quantify the temporal
evolution of the influence of PROB and AMNT priors on
the movement direction, as follows:

M1: NormalizeddirectionInterpolated timepoint t;PROBrescaled

1AMNTrescaled:

We tested the PROB and AMNT TCMR curves and
the difference between these curves for significance
against zero (now on the cross-participant level instead
of the per-participant level) using ClusP tests [Maris
and Oostenveld, 2007 (implementation was based on
the study by Dann et al., 2016)] to account for multiple
comparisons arising from having to test at up to 301
time points (see data preprocessing above). The ClusP tests
were applied as follows. Per time point, a paired t test
was performed where one sample consisted of the
PROB, AMNT, or PROB-AMNT difference (see above)
TCMR b weights obtained for this time point (sample 1),
while the other sample consisted of an identical number
of zeros (sample 2). Clusters were defined as temporally
adjacent time points with significant t test results (a =
0.05) and an identical direction of effect. Per cluster, the
t-values were accumulated (t-sumoriginal). Next, this pro-
cedure was repeated 100,000 times with permutation.
Here, on each iteration, the assignment of the TCMR b
weights and the zeros to samples 1 and 2 was randomly
permutated per participant. Again, t-sums were com-
puted for each cluster (t-sumpermuted). The largest t-sum-
spermuted of each iteration were combined to a null
distribution of chance level largest-cluster t-sums. The
original clusters were deemed statistically significant at a
= 0.05 if their t-sumoriginal was .95% of the values of the
null distribution. Therefore, statistical inference was
based on the cluster level, not the level of the individual
per-time point t tests. For each significant cluster, we

report the arithmetic mean of the t-sumoriginal as test
statistic and the percentile of t-sumoriginal with respect
to the aforementioned null distribution as a p-value. We
do not report the t-sumoriginal itself as a test statistic
since this metric depends not only on the magnitude of
effect but also the width of the cluster.

Early movement biases and time points of overt
commitment
The TCMR analysis combines all levels of PROB and

AMNT to compute a single estimate (per time point) of the
strength of each prior on the movement. Consequently,
the TCMR analysis does not allow for comparing single
PROB/AMNT conditions (e.g., the PROB/AMNT 0.75/2.5
and 0.25/7.5 conditions). These conditions are matched
in their expected value but have either a larger PROB or
AMNT value than the alternative option. They thus allow
to determine the influence of expected value (both PROB
and AMNT weighted equally) versus a dominating influ-
ence of PROB over AMNT (or vice versa) on the move-
ment. To this end, we computed two measures on a
per-trial basis. First, we computed the early bias, which
is the normalized movement direction 50ms post-
instruction cue onset. We chose this time point late
enough in the trial for biases to become visible, but early
enough that participants were not yet able to respond to
the instruction/free-choice cue (the minimum delay to
which motor corrections in response to visual stimuli can
occur is ;110ms; Brenner and Smeets, 1997; Carroll et
al., 2019). The early bias thus serves as a measure of the in-
fluence of the PROB and AMNT pre-cues on the move-
ment trajectory.
Second, we computed the time points of overt commit-

ment [i.e., times of commitment (TOCs); Ulbrich and Gail,
2021] as estimate for the mid-movement decision time. In
brief, the TOC is determined, per trial, as the point from
which on the difference between the actual movement di-
rection and the closest direction aimed at the later chosen
target starts to monotonically decrease until the actual
direction remains aimed at the target for the rest of the
movement. Importantly, this means that the TOC is not
influenced by the magnitude of movement direction ad-
justment to aim at the target, but instead recovers the
point at which the adjustment is initiated. We imple-
mented the cone method using the code provided in the
study by Ulbrich and Gail (2021) and applied the tolerance
criterion (set to 3°), the overshoot criterion, but not the speed
criterion.
To determine the relative influence of the PROB and

AMNT priors on both the early bias and TOCs, we fitted
the generalized linear mixed-effects (GLME) model
(MATLAB function fitglme) M2 separately to each mea-
sure and separately to instructed and free-choice trials
(i.e., four variants of M2 in total), using the rescaled PROB
and AMNT pre-cue levels described above and adding a
random intercept and random slopes per participant (for
this and all forthcoming models, random effects are
specified in parentheses following the fixed effects, and
random intercepts are always included even if not spelled
out explicitly in the model), as follows:
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M2: early bias or TOC;PROBrescaled 1AMNTrescaled

1 ðPROBrescaled 1AMNTrescaledjparticipantÞ:
We additionally performed pairwise comparisons of se-

lected PROB/AMNT conditions to quantify differences in
early bias and TOC between conditions with identical EV.
Specifically, we compared the early biases and TOCs be-
tween (1) the PROB/AMNT 0.75/2.5 versus 0.25/7.5 condi-
tion (see above) and (2) the 0.75/1 versus 0.25/9 condition.
We did not include PROB � AMNT (i.e., expected value)

interaction terms in models M1 and M2 as the results and
post-experiment surveying of the participants suggested
a nonlinear PROB � AMNT interaction. Specifically, the
effect of PROB on early bias (and, by extension, the full
trajectories as modeled by M1) and TOC appeared largest
when AMNT was equal across targets, and vice versa.
The inclusion of a PROB � AMNT interaction term in our
model does not capture this nonlinear pattern well (,1%
increase of explained variance; data not shown). We did
not opt for more complex modeling to capture this obser-
vation a posteriori, since the exact interaction pattern was
not part of our original research question.

Choice proportions
We asked how the PROB and AMNT priors affected the

value-neutral free-choice proportions (CP), both in gener-
al and depending on the prior-induced variability in move-
ment direction before choice. To investigate the overall
choice preferences, we assessed how the proportion of
choosing the high-PROB (0.75) target over the low-PROB
(0.25) target depended on the AMNT level associated with
the high-PROB target [AMNTHigh-PROB, logistic GLME M3
[see below)]. Here, we subtracted 1 from each AMNT level
to let the intercept of M3 reflect the PROB=0.75 CP at the
lowest possible AMNTHigh-PROB level. Note that M3 already
includes most high-AMNT (7.5/9) CPs either because they
are tied to high-PROB CPs (PROB/AMNT=0.75/7.5 and
0.75/9) or are equal to 1 minus a high-PROB CP (PROB/
AMNT=0.25/7.5 and 0.25/9). Therefore, we restricted the
statistical analysis of the high-AMNT CPs (logistic GLME
M4; see below) to testing how the high-AMNT CPs de-
pended on the high-AMNT level (AMNTHigh; AMNT=7.5/9,
rescaled to �1/1) in PROB=0.5:0.5 trials. By rescaling
AMNTHigh, the intercept of M4 reflects the average propor-
tion of choosing any of the two high-AMNT options in
PROB baseline trials, as follows:

M3: High-PROBchosen;AMNTHigh-PROB

1 ðAMNTHigh-PROBjparticipantÞ;

M4: High-AMNTchosen;AMNTHigh

1 ðAMNTHighjparticipantÞ:
Since participants were able to gradually direct their

movements toward one target at the expense of the alter-
native target before the instruction/free-choice cue was
displayed, we also assessed how such an early bias in
movement direction systematically covaried with the sub-
sequent choice. Note that, here, we do not imply any
causal direction between these two phenomena. An early

bias toward a target may on the one hand be the prema-
ture expression to choose a target once allowed to do so.
On the other hand, such an early bias may also incentivize
participants to then choose this target since the biome-
chanical loss of following through with the early direction-
al tendency is lower than redirecting the movement
toward the alternative target. We statistically assessed
how early biases toward one target over the other coin-
cided with congruent tendencies to then choose these
targets separately for each condition included in M3 and
M4. To this end, we fitted the logistic GLME M5 (see
below) to either the high-PROB CPs (for each condition
included in M3) or the high-AMNT CPs (for each condition
included in M4), using the normalized movement direction
measured 50ms post-instruction/free-choice cue onset
as predictor that represented the early bias. Here, the nor-
malized movement direction was recoded such that 1 cor-
responds to aiming the movement at the high-PROB
target (when modeling the high-PROB CPs) and the high-
AMNT target (when modeling the high-AMNT CPs), re-
spectively, while �1 now corresponds to aiming at the
low-PROB/AMNT target. To investigate the role of biome-
chanical loss on choice independent from the PROB/
AMNT manipulations, we also fitted M5 to the proportion
of right-hand choices in PROB/AMNT=0.5:0.5/5:5 trials
(early bias = 1, aiming at right-hand target; early bias =�1,
aiming at leftward target), as follows:

M5: High-PROBchosenORhigh

-AMNTchosenOR right-hand target chosen

; early bias 1 ðearly bias jparticipantÞ:

Results
We conducted a go-before-you-know experiment in

which participants performed reach movements towards
one of two potential targets with varied prior instruction
probabilities (PROB) and prior reward amounts (AMNT). In
two-thirds of all trials, subjects were instructed to reach to
a specific target, which was selected according to the
PROB prior and rewarded according to the AMNT prior,
while in the remaining third of randomly interspersed tri-
als, participants freely decided between the two, then
equally unrewarded, targets. We investigated the time
course and magnitude of the influence of PROB and
AMNT priors on movement direction, the effect of the pri-
ors on the time to commitment to a target, and the effect
of the priors and the interim movement direction on
choice preferences. We hypothesized that the PROB prior
has a larger influence on movement and choice than the
AMNT prior and asked whether this difference in magni-
tude is accompanied by an earlier onset of the PROB
effect.

Larger influence of PROB than AMNT onmovement
direction despite near-identical time course
The normalized movement direction curves show that

both the PROB and AMNT priors impacted the participants’
movements (Fig. 2A, Extended Data Fig. 2-1). In instructed
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trials, participants began to gradually direct their move-
ments toward the PROB=0.75 target early in the movement
(i.e., before the instruction/free-choice cue was shown;
Fig. 2A, positive Y values of the blue curves to the left of
the dashed vertical line). This bias was amplified or attenu-
ated, depending on whether the AMNT associated with
the PROB=0.75 option was high or low (Fig. 2A, fanning
out of the blue curves). The AMNT manipulation was also
able to elicit a directional bias on its own [i.e., when the
PROB pre-cue was balanced; Fig. 2A, fanning-out of the
gray (PROB=0.5) curves]. Note that between movement
start and instruction cue onset, the PROB=0.75 (blue)
curves and PROB=0.25 (red) curves conceptually are
mirror images of one another, while still comprising com-
plementary subsets of trials. Whenever, within a trial, one
target was associated with a PROB and AMNT of (e.g.,
0.75 and 9), the other target was associated with a PROB
and AMNT of 0.25 and 1. Therefore, a consistent (across-
trial) preinstruction onset bias toward the 0.75/9 target ap-
peared as a symmetrical bias toward the instructed target
(if 0.75/9 was instructed) and against the instructed target
(if 0.25/1 was instructed), respectively. The same rationale
applies to the gray curves (PROB/AMNT 0.5/9 vs 0.5/1,
and 0.5/7.5 vs 0.5/2.5, respectively).
In free-choice trials, during the early portion of the

movements, participants were similarly biased toward
high-PROB/AMNT options, but showed little to no bias
away from the later chosen target (Fig. 2A, lack in early
downward deflections of the curves). This was to be ex-
pected, since here participants often selected the target
that was already aligned with their early bias (resulting in
positive Y values in the PROB=0.75 curves) and selected
PROB=0.25 options predominantly when they were not
biased toward either target (resulting in Y values that were
relatively closer to zero in the red curves). Selecting the
closer target during free choices most likely reflected an
ergonomic consideration as there was no AMNT-related
benefit of one target over the other anymore. This discrep-
ancy between instructed and free-choice trials also ac-
counts for the relatively smaller effects of PROB and AMNT
in free-choice compared with instructed trials in the forth-
coming analyses and is therefore not examined any further.
We applied a TCMR analysis to the data shown in

Figure 2A to quantify the temporal evolution of the PROB
and AMNT prior effects on the decision process as ob-
served in the time course of the movement direction. To
improve legibility, all statements in the following para-
graphs within this section apply to both instructed and
free-choice trials unless noted otherwise, and the corre-
sponding statistics and single-participant data are pro-
vided in Extended Data Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 and
Extended Data Figure 2-2, respectively.
Congruent with the raw data pattern, both, PROB and

AMNT priors affected the movement direction over a large
portion of the movement, with participants incorporating
the PROB and AMNT information into their movements al-
ready well before the time of the instruction/free-choice
cue (i.e., before knowing which target or targets they were
supposed to/allowed to acquire; Fig. 2B, Extended Data
Table 2-1). In line with our hypothesis, the PROB prior had

a consistently larger effect than the AMNT prior across a
large portion of the movement (where the difference be-
tween the PROB and AMNT TCMR curves was signifi-
cantly greater than zero; Fig. 2C, top, Extended Data
Table 2-1) as well as in the isolated peak effects (Fig. 2D,
peak strength, Extended Data Table 2-2). In other words,
the participants’ tendency to gradually direct their move-
ment toward a target depended to a larger extent on
whether this target was associated with a higher PROB
level than it did on whether it was associated with a higher
AMNT level (both compared with the PROB/AMNT levels
of the alternative target).
We then asked whether the larger effect of the PROB

prior on the movements was accompanied by a relatively
faster unfolding of this effect. We tested for such a faster
unfolding in a threefold manner. However, contrary to our
hypothesis, we did not find any evidence of a faster time
course of the effect of the PROB prior. First, we assessed
whether the difference between PROB and AMNT during
the buildup of their effects on the movements (i.e., along
the rising slope left of the peaks; Fig. 2B) reflected a faster
rising of the PROB effect or simply emerged from the over-
all larger magnitude of the effect of PROB prior. To remove
these differences in PROB–AMNT scaling, we normalized
all TCMR curves to a peak value of 1 and subtracted the
normalized AMNT curves from the normalized PROB
curves. A faster unfolding (i.e., a steeper rise) of the PROB
effect compared with AMNT would then show in the result-
ing curve as a positive deviation from zero during the pre-
peak movement epoch (i.e., earlier than ;500 ms). This
was not the case, and, instead, we only found a spurious
significant deviation on the postpeak downward slope in
free-choice trials (Fig. 2C, bottom, Extended Data Table 2-
1). Second, the peak time did not significantly differ be-
tween the PROB and AMNT effects in instructed trials
(mean difference, 11ms; p=0.10) and only marginally dif-
fered in free-choice trials (mean difference, 17ms; p=0.02;
Fig. 2D, Extended Data Table 2-2).
In summary, our TCMR analysis shows that participants

took both the PROB and the AMNT priors into account
when guiding their movements and the putatively underly-
ing choice process. These effects emerged early and were
measured across most of the movement period with the
exception of only the latest stage, where, because of its
calculation, the normalized movement direction converged
to one. We hypothesized that these effects were larger for
PROB than AMNT and that this difference in magnitude
was accompanied by an earlier onset/faster unfolding of
the effect of the PROB prior. While we were able to confirm
such a larger influence of a PROB prior on movement di-
rection, the time courses of effect were markedly similar
between PROB and AMNT.
As previously mentioned, each participant completed two

main sessions, one with the PROB prior being cued first, the
other with the AMNT prior being cued first. We pooled the
data across sessions to study the effects of each prior inde-
pendent of cueing order. To rule out that this data pooling
decreased the sensitivity to detect temporal differences be-
tween the effects of two priors, we repeated the analyses
shown in Figure 2D (comparison of peak time and peak
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strength between PROB and AMNT) on different single-ses-
sion levels (Extended Data Fig. 2-3, Extended Data Table 2-
2). In the sessions where the PROB prior was cued first (i.e.,
cued block-wise), the PROB peak emerged before the
AMNT peak, and vice versa for the sessions in which AMNT
was cued first. This cueing order dependence was intention-
ally avoided by pooling across sessions. All other compari-
sons shown in Extended Data Figure 2-3 were markedly
similar to the results shown in Figure 2D.

Larger influence of PROB than AMNT on early biases
in movement direction and the time point of overt
commitment
To study the influence of PROB and AMNT in single con-

ditions, we extracted the early bias (i.e., the normalized
movement direction 50ms post-instruction cue onset), and
the time participants needed to commit to a target (TOC).
The TOC is not equivalent to the time participants needed to
fully acquire a target but rather measures the time partici-
pants committed to a target mid-flight (i.e., started to un-
equivocally adjust their movement toward the later acquired
target; Ulbrich and Gail, 2021). Measuring the TOC allows
better (compared with the TCMR analysis) comparison of
our results to more conventional “decide-then-act” studies,
where scalar reaction times are used as a measure for
choice latency.
In both instructed and free-choice trials, participants

moved more strongly toward targets associated with a

high-PROB prior compared with low-PROB targets
(early bias; Fig. 3A, vertical spread between the sepa-
rate curves; M2: instructed: b = 0.13, p, 0.001; free-
choice: b = 0.07, p, 0.001) and committed earlier to
high-PROB compared with low-PROB targets (TOC;
Fig. 4A, vertical spread between the separate curves;
M2: instructed: b = �57.62, p, 0.001; free-choice: b =
�28.95, p,0.001). We observed a similar pattern for
high-AMNT targets compared with low-AMNT targets
(Figs. 3A, 4A, vertical spread within each curve; M2 on
the early bias data: instructed: b = 0.07, p, 0.001; free-
choice: b =0.04, p, . 001; M2 on the TOC data: instructed:
b =�30.38, p, 0.001; free-choice: b =�13.89, p, 0.001;
Extended Data Figs. 3-1, 4-1, per-participant early bias/
TOC traces, Extended Data Table 3-1, Table 4-1, full early
bias/TOC M2 results). In line with the previously described
TCMR results, this effect was larger for PROB than for
AMNT in both trial types, both for the early bias metric (Fig.
3B; paired t test between single-participant random effects
of PROB and AMNT: instructed:vt(19) =4.11, p, 0.001; free-
choice: t(19) =7.18, p, 0.001) and the TOC metric (Fig. 3B;
instructed: t(19) = �5.82, p, 0.001; free-choice: t(19) =
�6.45, p, 0.001).
Additional evidence for the dominating influence of the

PROB prior over the AMNT prior can be found in pairwise
comparisons of PROB–AMNT combinations that were ei-
ther matched in EV (PROB/AMNT=0.75/2.5 vs 0.25/7.5)
or had a higher EV in favor of the low-PROB/high-AMNT
option (PROB/AMNT=0.75/1 vs 0.25/9). If participants had
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Figure 3 Early biases. A, Total mean 6 bootstrapped (N=2000) 95% confidence intervals of the per-participant mean values of the
early biases (normalized movement direction 50ms post-instruction/free-choice cue onset). Extended Data Figure 3-1, per-partici-
pant data. B, b weights resulting from fitting M2 to the data from A. Bars and error bars represent the fixed effects of PROB and
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weighted the movement targets strictly according to their
EV instead of weighting PROB more than AMNT, early bias
TOCs should have been similar between the PROB/AMNT
0.75/2.5 and 0.25/7.5 conditions, and larger in the PROB/
AMNT 0.75/1 compared with the 0.25/9 condition. Instead,
participants consistently moved more strongly toward the
high-PROB targets and committed faster to them in the
matched EV conditions (paired t test of the per-participant
mean early biases: instructed: t(19) = 3.53, p=0.002; free-
choice: t(19) =2.90, p=0.009; TOCs: instructed: t(19) =�5.68,
p, 0.001; free-choice: t(19) = �3.42, p=0.003) and similarly
strong/fast to the 0.75/1 and 0.25/9 targets despite their dif-
ference in EV in favor of the high-AMNT targets (early biases:
instructed: t(19) =1.46, p=0.16; free-choice: t(19) =0.24,
p=0.81; TOCs: instructed: t(19) = �1.68, p=0.11; free-
choice: t(19) =�1.22, p=0.24).

PROB and AMNT priors as well as biomechanics
affect value-neutral free choice
Finally, we studied how the PROB and AMNT priors

as well as early movement biases affected the value-
neutral free-choice preferences (choice proportion,
CP). In PROB= 0.25:0.75 trials, participants on average
preferred the PROB= 0.75 target over the PROB= 0.25
target when the AMNT associated with the PROB= 0.75
target was only 1 (i.e., the preliminary EV of this target
was lower than that of the alternative target; Fig. 5A;
PROB – AMNT = 0.75–1; M3: intercept = 0.54, p �

0.001). This CP bias in favor of the PROB= 0.75 target
increased congruently with the AMNT level associated
with this target (Fig. 5A, orange bars; M3: slope = 0.16,
p, 0.001; Extended Data Table 5-1, full M3 results). In
PROB= 0.5:0.5 trials, the AMNT prior was able to elicit
a choice bias of its own. Participants preferred high-
AMNT over low-AMNT targets (Fig. 5B, magenta bars;
M4: intercept = 0.68, p, 0.001) but did not discriminate
between AMNT = 7.5 and 9 (M4: slope = 0.06, p = 0.22;
Extended Data Table 5-1, full M4 results; see Materials
and Methods for the reason that only PROB= 0.5 trials
were included in M4). In trials where both PROB and
AMNT were balanced across conditions (i.e., 0.5:0.5–
5:5), participants on average exhibited a bias to choose
the right-hand target (Fig. 5B, blue bar; t test against
0.5: t(19) = 2.50, p = 0.02).
As shown above, participants gradually aimed their

movements toward high-PROB and/or AMNT targets be-
fore they knew whether they were able to freely choose.
We therefore examined to what extent the preference to
freely choose high-PROB and/or AMNT targets covaried
with these early biases in movement direction. To this
end, we fitted M5 to the CP as a function of the normal-
ized movement direction measured 50ms after instruction
cue onset (early bias) separately for each PROB–AMNT
combination, as shown in Figure 5A. In all conditions
where at least either PROB or AMNT was imbalanced
across targets, the probability of choosing a target was
highly linked to the extent to which the movement had
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data). Bottom center, Proportion of right-hand choices as a function of the normalized movement direction (50ms after instruction
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baseline condition. Bottom right, Proportions of choosing the high-AMNT targets as a function of the normalized movement direc-
tion (50ms after instruction cue onset) relative to the high-AMNT (normalized direction, 1) and low-AMNT (normalized direction, �1)
targets (Extended Data Table 5-2, full M5 results).
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been directed toward this target beforehand, regardless
of whether the choice followed the overall CP shown in
Figure 5A or not (Fig. 5B, M5, all slopes positive with
p, 0.001, Extended Data Table 5-2, full M5 results).
Notably, participants still preferred the high-PROB and/or
high-AMNT target congruent with the results shown in
Figure 5A in trials with no overt early bias (M5, all inter-
cepts .0 with p� 0.001). These two patterns partially ex-
tend to the CP for right-hand target choices in PROB/
AMNT 0.5:0.5/5:5 targets where participants chose the
right-hand target more often when they already exhibited
an early bias toward it (slope, p=0.003) but did not signifi-
cantly prefer this target in the absence of an early bias (in-
tercept, p=0.08).
In summary, participants preferred high-PROB and

high-AMNT targets over low-PROB/AMNT targets. In
cases where the high PROB was associated with a low
AMNT, the preference for high-PROB targets dominated
the choice behavior. These overall choice preferences
were further up-modulated and down-modulated by the
participants’ early movement tendencies as an early bias
toward a target increased the probability of subsequently
choosing this target. When the PROB/AMNT priors were
both balanced across targets, participants also predomi-
nantly chose the target they were biased toward early in
the movement, indicating a desire to reduce biomechani-
cal costs when selecting a target.

Discussion
We asked how participants combine action PROB and

associated reward AMNT priors to guide their reach
movements and choices in a go-before-you-know (“on-
line”) action selection task. By cueing the PROB and
AMNT priors before movement onset and providing the
choice-enabling instruction or free-choice cue mid-move-
ment, the participants’ movement trajectories offered in-
sight into the early dynamics of the effects of priors on the
choice process before an informed commitment to a tar-
get was possible. To dissociate the influence of the priors
PROB and AMNT from one another, we rewarded only in-
structed reaches according to the AMNT prior while free
choices were always unrewarded (i.e., value neutral). In
this way, the probability with which a target with a given
reward was available was determined by the PROB pre-
cue, but not the frequency with which this target was cho-
sen in free-choice trials. As a result, participants aimed
their movements toward targets associated with a high
PROB and/or high AMNT (relative to the PROB and AMNT
of the alternative target) before the instruction cue was
provided and committed to these targets faster (TOC) in
both instructed and free-choice trials. These effects were
graded, but were dominated by PROB over AMNT priors
to a degree that the preliminary expected value no longer
explained the choice behavior well. Yet, the temporal dy-
namics with which the priors exerted their effect on move-
ment trajectories were highly similar between both priors.
We conclude that the action probability, probably be-
cause of the associated possibility of being able to
plan the respective movement in advance, strongly domi-
nates mid-movement decisions to the point that higher

preferability of an action is traded against better plann-
ability of the according movement.
The current study relates to previous works on the influ-

ence of prior probability and reward on action selection
including both human online choice studies (Hudson et
al., 2007; Chapman et al., 2010, 2015; Marti-Marca et al.,
2020) and neurophysiological studies in monkeys (Pastor-
Bernier and Cisek, 2011; Suriya-Arunroj and Gail, 2019).
In these studies, only either prior probability or reward ex-
pectancy were manipulated. Therefore, while these stud-
ies in combination show that both prior probability and
reward expectancy affect movement planning and early
(precommitment) movement execution, they neither an-
swer how strongly nor at which time course prior proba-
bility and reward expectancy affect movement and choice
behavior relative to each other within the same decision.
By simultaneously and orthogonally manipulating our
PROB and AMNT priors in an online choice task, we spe-
cifically answer these questions.
Our combined PROB and AMNT prior manipulation re-

vealed asymmetric effects of the two decision variables.
The effect of action probability dominated behavior com-
pared with the effect of preliminary expected reward in
terms of early movement bias (graded orientation of the
movement toward one target over the other before the
onset of the instruction/free-choice cue), TOC, and free-
choice proportions. Notably, while both PROB and AMNT
priors affected movements in combination, the effect of
AMNT modulation was, on average, not strong enough
so that subjects would bias their early movements to-
ward the low-PROB target. Also, TOC was modulated
with AMNT prior, but no matter how high (within the lim-
its of this study) the AMNT prior for the low-PROB target
was, participants always committed to the high-PROB
target faster. This means, strikingly, that even when the
high-PROB target had a much lower preliminary EV
(75% PROB� 1 AMNT= 0.75) than the low-PROB target
(25% PROB� 9 AMNT=2.25), participants on average
still committed earlier to the high-PROB target when in-
structed/chosen. In a previous related study, biasing ef-
fects of AMNT priors where invariant to doubling of the
reward amounts, including reward ratios of up to 12:0
(Suriya-Arunroj and Gail, 2015). Similarly, while CPs
were biased in favor of both high-PROB and high-AMNT
options in the current study, participants on average pre-
ferred only the high-AMNT option when it was associ-
ated with at least the same PROB as the low-AMNT
option. The fact that the modulation of early bias and
TOC by AMNT prior do not overlap in their ranges be-
tween low-PROB and high-PROB conditions comes with
the observation that the effect of the PROB prior on the
movements was largest when the AMNT prior was equal
for both targets, and vice versa (Figs. 3, 4). Together with
a seeming flooring and ceiling effect for early bias and
TOC, this results in a nonlinear interaction between
PROB and AMNT priors. Correspondingly, adding a
PROB � AMNT interaction term to our linear modeling
did not improve the explained variance (see Materials
and Methods). As a conclusion, this pattern suggests a
hierarchical selection process in which participants
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select the target with first priority according to the PROB
prior, and only with subordinate priority according to the
AMNT prior within each PROB condition, independent of
the temporal order in which both priors were revealed to
the participants.
The asymmetry between PROB and AMNT priors likely

emerged from an increased behavioral relevance of the
PROB prior compared with the AMNT prior for planning
and controlling the target-associated movement. It is a
valid strategy for participants in our task to prioritize the
likely-to-be-instructed (“correct”) target, which was pre-
dictable to a certain degree via the PROB pre-cue, over the
target with the highest payoff, since rewards were exclu-
sively provided for instructed targets and participants
could not influence which target was instructed. Only the
PROB pre-cue helped to predict the correct movement,
not the AMNT pre-cue, and preparing the correct move-
ment made a successful completion of the movement
under the given time and space constraints more likely. A
different weighting of the PROB and AMNT priors may
therefore reflect risk avoidance, although our task did not
require subjects to make decisions under risk. In classical
decision-making studies, risk refers to the probability of a
negative outcome to occur once a choice is made
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman,
1992). In the current study, rewards were deterministic but
the movements themselves were risky as participants were
able to fail a trial, for example, by accidentally moving into
the uninstructed target or not reaching the correct target in
time, which, in the case of instructed trials, leads to missing
out on the reward. Sensitivity to such motor risks has been
demonstrated earlier (Trommershäuser et al., 2003a, b,
2006; Nagengast et al., 2010, 2011a, b; Carroll et al.,
2019). Therefore, we attribute the strong dominance of
PROB priors over AMNT priors to a strategy of preplanning
the higher probability movement, which is reasonable for
improving overall performance. Instead, biases toward the
higher reward targets may be seen as “wishful thinking”
and were most prominently visible in trials where the cor-
rect target was unpredictable (PROB=0.5:0.5). In other
words, the emerging plan for adjusting the movement
based on an expected future required action (according to
the more likely instruction) leads to visible bias in the early
movement trajectory and, in case the instruction is omitted,
a bias in value-neutral choices in favor of the originally
more likely action, no matter how preferable the alternative
action would have been.
While being asymmetric in amplitude, the effects of

PROB and AMNT prior were synchronous in time. We did
not expect this because of a previous study by Suriya-
Arunroj and Gail (2015), in which PROB and AMNT priors
were similarly paired with value-neutral free choices, but
without a time-resolved analysis of how the effect of pri-
ors unfolds. The authors suggested that the PROB prior
induces action planning in favor of the more likely target
before the instruction/free-choice cue is provided, ex-
plaining why high-PROB targets lead to shorter reaction
times when instructed and to faster and more frequent
free choices in favor of this target. This interpretation is
also supported by corresponding patterns of neural

movement planning activity in the frontoparietal reach
network of rhesus monkeys (Suriya-Arunroj and Gail,
2019). Conversely, the effects of AMNT prior in the study
by Suriya-Arunroj and Gail (2015) were observed only in
instructed trials, while reaction time benefits and choice
biases were almost absent in free-choice trials.
Accordingly, the AMNT prior was hypothesized to exer-
cise its effect only once the instruction cue is provided
and the final reward on successfully performing the reach
is known. Following this rationale, reaction time benefits
for reaching toward a high-AMNT target versus a low-
AMNT target can only emerge in instructed trials and pos-
sibly reflect the motivational effects of being allowed to
acquire a highly rewarded target versus being forced to
acquire a low-rewarded target (see also Mir et al., 2011;
Summerside et al., 2018). In contrast, our current results
revealed that the effect of AMNT priors does indeed act
on ongoing movements and choice behavior with a similar
timeline as PROB priors, albeit with smaller effect
strength, similar to what was previously suggested for
baseline shifts in drift-diffusion models (Leite and Ratcliff,
2011; Mulder et al., 2012).
By asking our participants to initiate their movement be-

fore the instruction/free-choice cue was displayed, we al-
lowed the PROB and AMNT priors to exercise their effect
on behavior before the final target or targets and their as-
sociated rewards were known. Consequently, these ef-
fects may be viewed as “self-amplifying.” By biasing the
movement toward a target early on, the distance and the
biomechanical costs for turning toward this target contin-
uously decrease compared with the alternative target as
the movement progresses. Biomechanical effort is able to
affect action choices independently of reward incentives
(Cos et al., 2011, 2014; Morel et al., 2017) and discour-
ages mid-movement changes of mind (Burk et al., 2014).
Additionally, early biases are hypothesized to facilitate
commitment to the bias-congruent target (Lepora and
Pezzulo, 2015). Thus, even under a time-invariant influ-
ence of the priors on the decision process, allowing the
priors to affect overt behavior magnifies their effect over
the course of the movement. Requiring participants to
withhold their movements until the instruction is displayed
instead (Suriya-Arunroj and Gail, 2015), does not allow
self-amplification, hence smaller effects such as the effect
of the AMNT prior in free-choice trials may remain below
the threshold of influencing overt behavior. Increased
sensitivity might mark an advantage of online choice over
reaction time paradigms (for review, see Freeman, 2018).
More importantly, the mutual interdependence between
planning and online control of movement and decision-
making underscores the importance of sensorimotor con-
tingencies and the action context in which decisions are
situated (Lepora and Pezzulo, 2015; Hagura et al., 2017;
Carsten et al., 2022).
Our task was not designed to answer the question of

whether mid-target aiming in online choice paradigms is
better explained by the averaging of parallel movement
plans (Stewart et al., 2014; Gallivan et al., 2017) or the op-
timizing of single movement plans (Hudson et al., 2007;
Haith et al., 2015; Nashed et al., 2017; Wong and Haith,
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2017; Alhussein and Smith, 2021), and our results are
compatible with both ideas. Early (precommitment) biases
of movement direction toward one of two targets can be
seen as imbalanced parallel movement planning toward
both targets before movement onset (Stewart et al., 2014;
Gallivan et al., 2017). Parallel planning that precedes a
choice between action targets that had been observed
before in dual-motor goal representations of the frontopa-
rietal cortical networks of rhesus macaques (Cisek and
Kalaska, 2005; Klaes et al., 2011; Suriya-Arunroj and Gail,
2019). The observed dominance of PROB priors over
AMNT priors also complies with the alternative idea of
strategic intermediate (i.e., initially aimed in between both
targets with graded, PROB/AMNT-induced biases toward
one target) trajectories. It was previously suggested that
intermediate trajectories may stem from a single move-
ment plan that optimizes task success (Hudson et al.,
2007; Haith et al., 2015; Nashed et al., 2017; Wong and
Haith, 2017; Alhussein and Smith, 2021). Biasing the early
(preinstruction/free-choice cue) portion of the movements
more strongly toward high-PROB than high-AMNT targets
may have reflected such a desire to optimize task suc-
cess, as discussed above.
Overall, our results demonstrate that the embodied

go-before-you-know decision paradigms are a powerful
approach to probing decision priors and integration of
different decision variables in multiple-attribute deci-
sion-making. They further emphasize the tight interde-
pendence between ongoing movement and choice in
online decision-making, which is particularly relevant
across species during natural behaviors like group for-
aging or chasing pray.
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